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I
n the past five years, the power conver-
sion efficiency (PCE) of bulk heterojunc-
tion (BHJ) solar cells1 has been doubled

from 5% to slightly more than 10%. To a
large extent, this was due to the introduc-
tion of low-band-gap copolymers.2,3 These
third-generation semiconducting polymers4

typically contain two alternating π-conju-
gated monomer units of different electrone-
gativities such that themore electronegative
unit controls the lowest unoccupied molec-
ular orbital (LUMO) of the copolymer, and
the less electronegative unit controls the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of the copolymer. Using conjugated units of
different electronegativities is an effective
way to break the charge conjugation sym-
metry, thus separating the otherwise conju-

gated hole and electron states. The resulting
band gaps of these copolymers4 can reach
well below typical band gaps of the conven-
tional semiconducting polymers5 such as
polythiophene andmay be tailored6 tomeet
the optimal 1.3 eV in the detailed balance
limit of any p�n junctions.7

On the basis of a set of simplified empiri-
cal arguments8 consisting of a 0.3 eV minimal
charge-transferringenergyoffset, anadditional
0.3 eV energy offset between the built-in

voltage and the actual open-circuit vol-
tage, a typical 65% filling factor, and a
typical 65% external quantum efficiency,
Scharber et al. were able to set the PCE
upper limit of 11%when donormaterials of
1.2�1.8 eV band gaps are used together
with [6�6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) as the electron acceptor ma-
terials. Furthermore, Dennler et al.3,9,10 fol-
lowed similar arguments and suggested
that tandem solar cells with a PCE of 15%
may be achieved if donor materials with
complementary band gaps of 1.6 and
1.3 eV were used. It is important to note
that the PCE estimated based on these
oversimplified empirical arguments may
not necessarily be accurate.11,12 Nevertheless,
under these assumptions, complicated mate-
rials design of the PCE of BHJ solar cells
can be reduced to a much simplified pro-
blem by tuning the optical band gaps of
donor materials and aligning their LUMO
energy levels relative to the LUMO levels of
their corresponding acceptors.
Designing optical band gaps of optoelec-

troactive materials, however, is not a straight-
forward task since it requires knowledgeof the
two-particle Green's function propagator.13

As one of the most successful quantum
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ABSTRACT Seeking π-conjugated polymers with targeted optical

band gaps is not only a grand scientific challenge but also in great

practical need for systematically improving the performance of organic

optoelectronic devices. This work presents a generic combinatorial band-

gap design strategy over 780 different copolymer donor materials for

bulk heterojunction solar cell applications. Predicted optical band gaps

effectively cover the entire solar spectrum from infrared, to visible, to

ultraviolet. Combined with empirical arguments widely acknowledged in

the literature, the optimal copolymer structures are identified for both

single and tandem cells with the optimal power conversion efficiencies.
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many-body theories, the first-principles density func-
tional theory (DFT) guarantees only the ground-state
properties.14 In practice, the convex nature of all the
existing energy functionals that are based on the local
density approximation inevitably favors the fractional
charge states15 with delocalized electronic wave func-
tions in several strongly correlatedmaterials systems.16

One of these difficult cases concerns the self-localized
soliton and polaron states in π-conjugated polymers,5

for which even the time-dependent DFT17 (TDDFT)
under the adiabatic local density approximation is
known to fail in the extended polymer limit.18 To
resolve this strong-correlation problem in π-conju-
gated systems, we have recently been developing an
accurate, transferrable, and computationally efficient
model Hamiltonian, the adapted Su�Schrieffer�
Heeger (aSSH) Hamiltonian,6,19�21 which renormalizes
themany-electron correlation into a universal electron�
phonon coupling constant.5,19,22

The aSSH Hamiltonian is built upon two funda-
mental assumptions: separability of π-electrons from
σ-electrons and equality in the electron�phonon cou-
pling among all π-electrons. First, we assume that
low-energy excitations near the Fermi surface of π-
conjugated systems can be faithfully captured by the
wave functions of π-electrons, such that those energe-
tically much stronger σ-bonds are inherent Harmonic
oscillators whose role is to hold the chemically bonded
π-conjugated units together. On the basis of such
energy differences between the π- and σ-bands, the
excitation of π-electrons near the Fermi surface can be
coupled to the rigid σ-phonons, and through the
Schrieffer�Wolff transformation23 they can get self-
trapped when coupled to two σ-phonons with the
opposite wave-vectors. Similar to the Cooper pair
instability,23 we expect the existence of weakly inter-
acting σ-phonon-coupled quasi-π-electrons that can
precisely reproduce the low-energy excitations near
the Fermi level as guaranteed by the Landau�Fermi
liquid theory. In other words, the separability assump-
tion between π- and σ-electrons essentially implies the
possibility of renormalizing the strongly interacting
π-electrons into weakly interacting σ-phonon-screened
quasi-π-electrons for relevant low-energy excitation
processes occurring in these π-conjugated systems.
In conducting polymers, for example, screening of
π-electrons by the quasi-one-dimensional (1D) optical
phonons leads to the Peierls instability24,25 and forma-
tion of self-localized topological soliton and polaron
gap states.5

Second, we assume that all π-electrons are screened
by σ-phonons in exactly the same manner, regardless
of their chemical origins. Explicitly, we assume that the
electron�phonon coupling strength λ5,26 is a universal
constant applicable to all kinds of π-electrons, on the
C, N, O, and S atomic sites, in six- and five-membered
conjugated rings, and in linear chains, branching

dendrimers, two-dimensional graphene, and fullerene
structures with twelve disclinations. Physically, such a
dimensionless constant λ specifies the coupling strength
of a Dirac fermion (electron) to a continuum boson
(phonon) field27 as described by the Gross�Nevenmod-
el field28 in the semiclassical limit.29 For simplicity and
also for practical reasons, herewe choose theoriginal SSH
value of λ = 0.20, which corresponds to an optical band
gap of 1.3 eV for trans-polyacetylene.5,19 The validity and
consequence of fixing such a constant λ value certainly
deserve systematic and more thorough investigations.
Nevertheless, in a recent comprehensive survey,6 Botelho
et al. found it predicts reasonably accurate optical band-
gap values for nearly 200 independent π-conjugated
systems whose optical spectra are available in the litera-
ture. A systematically underestimated error of 0.05 eV
with a standard deviation of 0.16 eV was found against
the correspondingexperimentalmeasurements.6 Figures
S1a and S1b of the Supporting Information summarize
these direct comparisons for the second- and third-
generation conjugated polymers, respectively. As shown
in Figure S2a, accuracy in the predicted aSSH optical
band-gap values (black crosses) far exceeds the conven-
tional Hartree�Fock (HF, yellow circles), DFT (blue
triangles), and TDDFT (red circles) results. Moreover,
based on the universal electron�phonon coupling as-
sumption for all π-electrons, Shin and Lin were able to
incorporate three-dimensional (3D) interchainπ�π inter-
actions via exponentially decaying hopping integrals21

and obtained accurate optical adsorption spectra over
the entire experimentally relevant energy ranges for
several representative second-generation (Figure S1c)
and third-generation (Figure S1d) conjugated polymers.
They were also able to probe the photoinduced charge
transfer processes across the BHJ interfaces.21

Going beyond the aSSH quasi-particle picture as
described above, one may construct the Peierls�
Hubbard Hamiltonians,25,29,30 which explicitly take elec-
tron correlations and higher-order electron�phonon
coupling effects into account. These correlation terms
are crucial to probe the negative spin-density waves,31

multiple gap states,30 3D conformation couplings,32,33

and a fewother intriguingphenomena.5 Finally, wenote
that the quantum nature of carbon and other hetero-
atoms would also be important in probing real-time
dynamics when two adiabatic potential energy surfaces
cross each other.34,35 Since this work was focused
primarily on designing the copolymer band gaps and
their LUMO level alignments with acceptors, both the
explicit electroncorrelations andnonadiabaticquantum
dynamics effects were neglected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aSSH Hamiltonian6,19�21 is implemented in this
work to perform the combinatorial design of copoly-
mer materials for both single and tandem BHJ solar
cells. A set of 39 commonly used π-conjugated
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monomers are chosen as the building blocks, listed in
Figure S3 in descending order according to their
HOMO energies (EH) and similarly listed in Figure S4
according to their LUMO energies (EL) ascendingly. The
complete combination gives a total of 780 indepen-
dent polymers, including 741 (A�B) copolymers in
which the A and B units are different and 39 regular
polymers. Marking the sorted monomer EH and EL on
the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, we plot in Figure 1a
our computed aSSH band gap (Eg

A,B) for all 780 copo-
lymers. The Eg

A,B values are color-coded according to
their corresponding photon energies for light and
represented as red to purple for visible, cyan to white
for infrared, and black to gray for ultraviolet ranges.
Intuitively, one might expect that the Eg

A,B value of a
given (A�B) copolymer could simply be the difference
in energy between the higher EH and lower EL of two
individual A and B monomers. Such a straightforward
energy difference is plotted in Figure 1b using the
same color scheme as Figure 1a. Comparing the simple
stripe patten of Figure 1b to the aSSH results of
Figure 1a, one easily observes that the optical band
gap of a (A�B) copolymer cannot be predicted based
only on the HOMO and LUMO levels of two separate
monomers. Instead, full diagonalization of the aSSH
Hamiltonian was utilized to obtain the phonon-
screened quasi-particle energies.
Consider one popular copolymer (PTB) as an illus-

trative example, whose monomer constituents are

thieno[3,4-b]thiophene (Tt) and benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b0]-
dithiophene (BDT). Their chemical structures, density
of states (DOS), and frontier orbital wave functions
are shown in Figure 1c. Using a series of PTB-based
donor materials with different side groups, one of the
highest single-cell PCE of 8% was recently reported.36

Presented in Figure 1c, the energy difference between
EL of BDT and EH of Tt is 3.02 eV, shownas the ultraviolet
region (Figure 1b, white circle), is much larger than the
PTB band gap of 1.96 eV computed by the aSSH
Hamiltonian (Figure 1a, black circle). The delocalized
HOMO and LUMO wave functions of PTB (Figure 1c)
over both the Tt and DBT units are clear indications of
strong hybridization effects among the frontier orbitals
of both monomer units.
Since the copolymer optical band gaps are not

directly related to the HOMO and LUMO energy values
of individual monomers, we may replot the aSSH Eg

A,B

data of Figure 1a along different x- and y-axes. From
the materials design aspect, it is often important to
quantify how much the copolymer band gap Eg

A,B may
vary when one particular monomer A is copolymerized
with another random monomer B. Mathematically, we
can define the energy dispersion width w of a parti-
cular monomer A as

wA ¼ Max(EA, Bg ,"B) �Min(EA, Bg ,"B)

where monomer B runs through all 39 monomer
units considered in this materials design study. The

Figure 1. (a) Predicted copolymer band gap (Eg
A,B) by the aSSH Hamiltonian as a function of the HOMO energy (EH) of

monomer A (refer to Figure S3) and the LUMO energy (EL) of monomer B (refer to Figure S4). All of the Eg
A,B values are color-

coded according to the corresponding photon energies: true colors for visible light between 1.65 and 3.27 eV, cyan to white
for infrared, and black to gray for ultraviolet ranges. All (A�B) copolymers contain 20 repeating (A�B) units, representing the
long-polymer limit. The aSSH Eg

A,B values shown in (a) differ significantly from the simple difference between the lower EL and
higher EH of the two monomer units, which is shown in (b). (c) The energy difference between EL of monomer BDT and EH of
monomer Tt is 3.02 eV,much larger than the copolymer PTB bandgapof 1.96 eV. TheHOMOand LUMOwave functions of PTB
show clear hybridization characteristics among alternating monomer units.
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complete list of the copolymer {Eg
A,B,"B} is tabulated in

Figure 2 for everymonomer, labeled ascendingly in the
order of their energy dispersion width w values.
As the legend indicates, Figure 2 collects in a gra-

phical survey a few key design indices for every single
monomer unit, including the chemical structure,
monomer band gap, polymer band gap, and all 39
copolymer band gaps. These copolymer band gaps Eg

A,B

are color-coded using the same coloring scheme as
Figure 1a, and they are plotted together one-by-one
and side-by-side with the same segment width.
Namely, along each colored Eg

A,B bar shown in Figure 2

there are 39 small colored segments, one-by-one
from the lowest value on the left to the largest value
on the right. Therefore, for each monomer A, colors
with relatively large widths generally imply that their
corresponding Eg

A,B values are dominant among all the
possible choices of monomer B.
For example, band gaps of those copolymers that

have monomer Æ5æ as one constituent unit predomi-
nantly fall into the red-light energy range. Monomer
Æ7æ is one excellent monomer constituent if one seeks
copolymers with band gaps in the infrared region.
While {Eg

1,B,"B} has the narrowest energy dispersivity

Figure 2. Tabulated copolymer band-gap dispersivity map for each monomer unit in the order of their energy dispersion
widths w from the smallest to largest values. For each monomer unit ÆAæ, the map shows the monomer chemical structure,
monomer band gap (Eg

A|n=1), polymer band gap (Eg
A|n=40), and all 39 copolymer bandgaps {Eg

A,B|n=20,"B}. Here n specifies the
length of the repeating units used in the aSSH Hamiltonian calculation. Copolymer band gaps Eg

A,B are color-coded according
to the corresponding photon energies as in Figure 1. Each color-coded Eg

A,B bar consists of 39 small color-coded segments of
identical segment width, representing all 39 copolymer combinations.
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covering mainly the infrared and red-light region,
{Eg

18,B,"B} can effectively reproduce all the colors in
the visible-light spectrum but nothing else. As shown
in Figure 2, rich dispersivity and complicity in the
copolymer Eg

A,B values are clear indications that there
are no simple correlations between the monomer
band gaps and their corresponding copolymer band
gaps. In this sense, Figure 2 may be regarded as basic
guiding principles beyond simple chemical intuitions
to design new copolymers for the BHJ solar cells.
Combining these individual pieces of information,

we replot in Figure 3 the color-coded Eg
A,B along the

ordered x- and y-axes according to the energy disper-
sivity label defined in Figure 2. In this symmetric band-
gap figure, copolymer PTB is located at (x,y) = (14,29) or
(29,14) as an orange-yellow square, which corresponds
to the band gap Eg

14,29 = 1.96 eV. Compared to the
apparently intuitive, but indeed misleading, ordered
HOMO and LUMO energy axes in Figure 1, the new
energy dispersivity labels of Figure 3 lay out a valuable
treasure map, vis-à-vis design space map, for one to
look up novel copolymer structures with their targeted
optical band gaps. There are plenty of candidate
copolymer combinations for all the optical band-gap
energy values ranging from infrared as low as 0.41 eV
to ultraviolet as high as 3.55 eV using only these
39 monomer building blocks. The abundant red and
infrared squares in Figure3 indicate that these conjugated

Figure 3. Color-coded copolymer band-gap Eg
A,B map as a

function of the two constituent monomer energy dispersiv-
ity labels defined in Figure 2. Note that this band-gap map
contains information that is identical to that in Figure 1a,
but it is plotted from the materials design perspective.

Figure 4. (a) Single-cell PCE η as a function of the donor band gap (Eg) and the donor LUMO energy offset with respect to
PCBM, EL� EL

PCBM.We regenerate this plot based on the assumptions described in ref 8. Copolymerswith BT (white crosses) as
one constituent generally have lower PCE as compared to TQ (white diamonds) and PQ (red diamonds). (d) On replacing Tt in
PTB-T (blue triangle pointing downward) by TQ to form PBDTTQ, the PCE increases from 4.3% to 9.0%. (e) Three copolymer
structures with predicted η > 10% are PTQPP (pink circle), PDTtPQ (white circle), and PCPTDPP (orange circle).
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copolymers, third-generation conducting polymers,
are truly complementary to the second-generation
conducting polymers that have systematically larger
band gaps. Refer to Figure S1 for detailed comparisons.
Furthermore, by introducing functional side-group
modifications37,38 to improve their solubility and mor-
phology, we expect the copolymer combination re-
sults shown in Figures 2 and 3 might lead to potential
paradigm shifts in the BHJ solar cell materials de-
sign from conventional trial-and-error approaches
to potentially more efficient physics-based design
guidelines.
Following the empirical assumptions introduced by

Scharber et al.,8,10 we may apply our new copolymer
structure�band-gap guidelines to directly improve the
PCE of existing single-cell and tandem-cell devices.
For example, the widely used monomer benzo[c]-
[1,2,5]thiadiazole (BT, Figure 4b) is not necessarily
one of the best copolymer constituents, since its
copolymer PCE values scatter between 2.1% and
8.9% (Figure 4a, white crosses) when copolymerized
with those 39 monomer units. As implied by the
empirical assumptions,8,10 these predicted PCE values
may be regarded as the PCE upper bounds of existing
BHJdevices using theBT-based copolymers,39�45where
the reported PCE value range is from 0.8% to 6.4%.
On the other hand, Figure 4a indicates that thieno-

[3,4-g]quinoxaline (TQ) and pyrazino[2,3-g]quinoxaline
(PQ) are much better monomer choices, since their
copolymer PCEs are clustered around 8% (white and

red diamonds, respectively), largely independent of
the other monomer constituents. In particular, if one
replaces the monomer Tt unit in copolymer PBT-T
by the TQ monomer unit (Figure 4d), the PCE would
increase from 4.3% for PTB-T (Figure 4a, blue triangle
pointing downward) to 9.0% for PBDTTQ (Figure 4a,
blue triangle pointing upward). Among all 780 copo-
lymer combinations considered in this work, Figure 4a
suggests that the highest PCE values may be achieved
by using poly-TQ-pyrido[3,4-b]pyridine (PTQPP; pink
circle), whose energy dispersivity coordinates shown in
Figure 3 are (5,16), poly dithieno[3,2-b:20,30-d]thiophene-
PQ (PDTtPQ; white circle) located at (13,24) in Figure 3,
and poly cyclopentadithiophene-diketopyrrolopyrrole
(DPP) (PCPTDPP; orange circle) located at (19,38) in
Figure 3.
To reach beyond the 11% PCE limit as shown in

Figure 4a, Dennler et al.9 proposed to build various
tandem-cell structures.10 Following their arguments,
we plot in Figure 5a the tandem-cell PCE values as a
function of the donor band gaps of the top cell, Eg

T, and
the bottom cell, Eg

B. Figure 5a is obtained by reducing
the remaining materials variables, such as their LUMO
energy levels, external quantum efficiencies, and inter-
nal quantum efficiency,9 for the optimal PCE values.
Under these assumptions,9 we can also apply our

predicted band-gap design map (Figure 3) to create
a list of optimal copolymer materials. These optimal
copolymer structures are located in the annotated red
box (η > 12%) of Figure 5a, with their corresponding

Figure 5. (a) Tandem-cell PCE η as a function of the top-cell donor band gap (Eg
T) and the bottom-cell donor band gap (Eg

B),
both using PCBM as the electron acceptors. We regenerate this plot based on the assumptions described in ref 9. The optimal
tandem-cell PCEs η > 12% require very narrow energywindows for both Eg

T ∈ (1.20,1.50) eV and Eg
B∈ (1.50,1.80) eV (annotated

with red box). A list of the optimal copolymer donors for the top cell (b) and bottom cell (c).
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Eg
T ∈ (1.20,1.50) eV and Eg

B ∈ (1.50,1.80) eV. Figure 5b
gives an explicit list of the top-cell copolymers, includ-
ing poly benzo[1,2-c;3,4-c0]bis[1,2,5]thiadiazole-[1,2,5]-
oxadiazolo[3,4-c]pyridine (PBBTODP), poly-BDT-2,5-
dihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione (PBDTDPP),
TQODP, and poly-PQ-pyrrole (PPQPy). Similarly, Figure 5c
lists the optimal copolymers for the bottom cell, includ-
ing PTQPP, poly-[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4-g]quinoxaline-PP
(PTDQPP), PPQBDT, and poly-PPQ-m-BDT (PPPQm-BDT).
Among them, the top-cell PTQODP and bottom-cell
PPQBDT combination gives the highest value of PCE,
η = 14.1%. It is important to note that since all the
optimal copolymer structures shown in Figures 4 and 5
have their LUMO energy (EL) aligned relative to EL

PCBM,
one needs to use the treasure map of Figure 3
and LUMO energy level appropriate materials in
Figure S4 to reselect new copolymer structures of
other candidate electron acceptor materials for organ-
ic solar cells.

CONCLUSION
In summary, we present in this work the first combi-

natorial design over 780 different π-conjugated copo-
lymer donormaterials for the BHJ solar cell application.
A comprehensive structure�band-gap design map is
generated and color-coded using their corresponding
photon absorption energies. When combining such a
structure�band-gap design map with a few widely
acknowledged empirical arguments in the literature,
we can directly link the copolymer structures to the
overall PCE for both the single-cell and tandem-cell
devices. Despite the need to further unentangle these
simplified empirical arguments into a much more
complicated electron�phonon dynamics and multi-
phase-morphology formation and evolution; the cap-
ability of accurately predicting the optical band gaps of
nontrivial copolymer structures is nevertheless one
significant step toward the predictive materials design
of π-conjugated structures.

METHODS
All the optical band-gap calculations presented in this work

are performed using the aSSH Hamiltonian.6,19�21 Refer to
the Supporting Information for more details. All the chemical
structures were drawn using ChemBioDraw, andwave functions
were plotted using AtomEye.46
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